CONTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT
THIS CONTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT, is effective as of “Acceptance”, by and between Science and
Medicine Group, Inc. owner of AuntMinnie.com, AuntMinnieEurope.com, DrBicuspid.com, LabPulse.com
and ScienceBoard.net hereinafter referred to as “SAMG”, located at 671 N. Glebe Rd. #1610, Arlington, VA
22203 and the Accepting Content Contributor Party, herein referred to as “Contributor”.
WHEREAS, SAMG operates several professional websites, specifically AuntMinnie.com,
AuntMinnieEurope.com, DrBicuspid.com, LabPulse.com, and ScienceBoard.net and desires contribution of
editorial materials from Contributor.
WHEREAS, Contributor is an individual and desires to provide SAMG with editorial materials for
use on the website(s).
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed by and between Contributor and SAMG as follows:
1. LICENSE GRANT
Contributor remains the owner of, and holds copyright to the Materials or otherwise has the legal
right to provide the Materials to SAMG for the purposes of this Agreement. Contributor will not
provide Materials to which it is not the copyright owner, or for which is does not have proper legal
authority to provide such Materials.
Contributor hereby grants to SAMG a worldwide right, license and sublicense to use, reproduce,
modify, distribute, publicly perform and publicly display the Materials in whole or in part as
incorporated into the Internet site and services, owned, operated or co-branded by SAMG. The
exclusive right on the Internet and the exclusive sale, license, and sublicense rights to: (i) adapt,
modify and alter the Materials or otherwise create the Derivative Materials (the Derivative Materials
and the Materials collectively referred to herein as the "Materials"); (ii) reproduce the Materials in
digital form for display on the Site (alone or in combination with other Materials, including, but not
limited to, text, data, images, photographs, illustrations, animation, graphics, video or audio
segments, and hypertext links); and (iii) reproduce, transmit, communicate, display or distribute the
Materials, on or as part of the Site by means of any technology, whether now known or hereafter to
become known. Unless SAMG agrees otherwise in writing, Contributor shall not be entitled to
receive or use any copies, modifications, digitized versions or translation of the Contributor Materials
made by SAMG or its sublicensees.
2. PROMOTIONAL USE
Contributor hereby grants to SAMG the right to advertise and promote the Materials on
AuntMinnie.com, AuntMinnieEurope.com, DrBicuspid.com, LabPulse.com and/or ScienceBoard.net,
and market the Materials by whatever method and means SAMG deems appropriate: (i) using
references to and excerpts from the Materials; and (ii) using Contributor’s name, biographical
information, likeness, pseudonym and/or image in connection with authorized uses of the Materials.
3. WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS
Contributor warrants and represents that (i) Contributor has the right to enter into this Agreement
and grant the rights granted herein, and that there has been no prior sale, publication, or transfer of
rights to the Materials or any party thereof; (ii) the Materials are Contributor's original and authorized
Materials, and do not now and will not violate any existing intellectual property rights, including,
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without limitation, copyright or trade secret or any contractual rights, and that they contain no matter
which, if published, will be fraudulent, harassing, libelous, obscene, or a violation of any rights of
publicity or privacy, or any law or regulation. Contributor further represents that its acceptance of the
terms of this Agreement and the performance of its obligations hereunder do not and will not (with
the passage of time) conflict with or constitute a breach or default of any contract, agreement or
understanding, oral or written, to which such party is a party or by which such party is bound.
4. Agreement Acceptance
Each party represent that the accepting individuals are authorized by and on behalf of themselves or
their respective organizations to enter into this agreement by submitting “Accept” to this online form.
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